Au Revoir Les Oiseaux!
Adios Pajaritos!
Ciao Ciao Ucellini!

Mission Accomplished.
Way To Go Birdie Barrier!
See page 12
A. Silent But Deadly Bug Eater...Always Gets Its Bug!
Silent and effective against the worst flying insects, Bug Eater doesn't use electric charges or pesticides. Instead its irresistible black light lures the bugs into its water trap. Trap tray slides out for easy emptying and refilling. All-plastic construction. 8 watt bulb uses very little power and lasts 6000 hours (included).
**Bug Eater, #1630 $64.99**

B. It Sounds Like A Dragonfly—Mosquitoes Natural Enemy!
Mosquitoes are effectively repelled by the sound of a dragonfly. To you it's just a barely audible hum! This item repels mosquitoes by simulating the wingbeat of the dragonfly. Mosquito Hawk easily attaches to belt clip. Patio Hawk is perfect for your backyard.
**Mosquito Hawk, #4117 $14.99 2 for $27.99**
**Patio Hawk, #2035 $22.99 2 for $42.99**

C. Turn Up The Heat And Get Relief From Bug Bites!
Relieve the pain and itch of insect bites and stings without ice packs or chemical lotions. Aim Therapik on bite and zap! Therapik applies a targeted pinpoint of heat to penetrate deep and increase blood circulation. Immediately neutralizes insect venom to stop pain and itching. Provides relief from mosquitoes, bees, wasps, flies, jellyfish, fire ants, fleas and more. Pocket-size. Battery not included.
**Therapik, #2044 $19.99 2 for $38.99**

D. Mosquito Insurance—In a Decorative Way.
This attractive terracotta burner protects the citronella coil from inclement weather while keeping it safely away from small hands and clothing. The flame-free coil burns for five to seven hours, producing a smoke barrier that drives away mosquitoes, gnats and other insects. Includes four coils.
**Mosquito Coil Burner, #1897 $9.99 2 for $17.99**
**Set of 8 Refill Coils, #1898 $4.99**

E. Fear Not The Sun Nor The Mosquitoes!
Herbal Armor is unquestionably the longest-lasting water and sweat resistant insect repellent available. Contains moisturizing aloe vera with an SPF of 15 for sun protection. This non-greasy formula blends 5 pleasant smelling essential oils that bugs can't stand. One application lasts for hours. 4 oz.
**Herbal Armor™, #1864 $12.99 2 for $19.99**

F. These Were High-Tech Insect Repellers—Circa 1927!
Modeled after authentic 1920's smudge pots, these patio torches work as well now to repel insects as they did back then. Burns for over 8 hours. Will withstand heavy winds and even right themselves when tipped. Just fill with citronella oil and place anywhere you don’t want pests.
**Black Patio Torch, #2036 $19.99**
**Green Patio Torch, #2037 $19.99**
**Any 2 for $36.99**
**64 oz. Citronella Oil, #1476 $12.99**
You’ll Flip Over Our Comfortable Garden Kneeler!
End punishment to knees, back and hips as you garden and work around the house. Our dual-use garden kneeler lets you complete chores in comfort. Superbly designed iron kneeler features smooth plastic knee platform and supportive arms, and flips over to become a supportive seat for weeding and harvesting—or taking a much-deserved rest! Easy to assemble. 20" H x 21" L x 9" D.

Garden Kneeler/Seat, #2025 $23.99
2 for $44.99

---

B. Avoid Costly Water Damage!
Flex-A-Spout drainage system allows you to easily divert water away from your foundation, trees, shrubs and decks. Simply bend to your desired configuration and Flex-A-Spout holds its shape permanently. Each interlocking section of flexible polyethylene tubing, extends from 25" to 55" and hits both 2" x 3" and 3" x 4" downspout elbows. Connects to block corrugated drainage pipe and catch basin.

Flex-a-Spout, #1497 $14.99

---

C. Revolutionary Under Leaf Sprayer Gets Insects Where They Hide!
Most sprayers on the market merely spray the tops of your plants—but insects don’t gather where they can be seen. This unique sprayer easily reaches the underside of leaves, the place where insects love to breed. Adjustable nozzle for multiple uses. Clearly marked graduation markings in 2 oz. and 100 ml. increments. 36 oz. capacity.

Under Leaf Sprayer, #1668 $9.99
2 for $16.99

---

D. If Yard Work’s A Pain—Get A “Handle” On It!
Pulling, pushing, lifting, bending...what could be worse? This back saving and remarkably versatile “extra handle” attaches to any long handled tool - shovels, rakes, brooms, hoes and makes outdoor gardening a breeze. Reduces blisters, doubles strength and leverage. Ergonomic handles are easy to grip and transfer from tool to tool with surprising ease. Buy 2 and save.

D-Grip, #2075 $9.99
2 for $17.99

---

E. Blast Your Gutters Clean Standing On The Ground—No More Ladders!
Gutter Blaster is designed with an adjustable extension up to 50" long with a high-pressure nozzle so you can flush your gutters from the ground. It's fast, it's easy!

Gutter Blaster, #1439 $11.99
2 for $21.99
F. Keep Gutters Leaf And Debris Free.

No need to wedge covers under shingles—clip-on gutters are easy to install and eliminate messy gutters. Made of rust-proof aluminum in easy-to-handle 3 ft. lengths. Each package covers 30 ft. of gutter.

Gutter Cover, #1437 $19.99  2 for $37.99

---

G. Increase Raingutter Water Drainage by 2000%!

The Wedge® has a patented flow-thru design downspout screen that directs leaves and debris up and out of downspout opening, to give rainwater a clear pathway to drain quickly and efficiently. Self-cleaning, so it won’t clog before it reaches the downspout like other leaf filters. Installs in minutes without tools! UV protected plastic.

Use two Wedge® screens if water flows from two directions.

The Wedge®, Set of 2, #1608 $11.99

---

J. The First Drainpipe With A Brain!

With every rainfall your Autospout® drainpipe lowers itself—safely redirecting water a full 4½ feet away from foundations, flowerbeds and landscaping. When the rain stops, the pipe automatically flips back up and out of the way—amazing! Easily connects to virtually any home down spout: square, round or rectangular in shape! Removable front cover makes it easy to clean out debris. Durable PVC plastic construction.

Autospout®, #1937 $69.99  2 for $136.99

---

K. Chase Away Lions, Tigers and Rhinos...

OK Maybe Not!

Yard Protector uses annoying ultrasonic sound to harmlessly drive away dogs, cats and many wild animals. This safe, silent and humane solution has three frequency levels to adjust its range from 2500 to 4000 sq. ft. Weatherproof for outdoor use. Built-in motion detector. Can be used w/110V AC adapter (included), or 4D batteries (not included).

Yard Protector, #1061 $99.99  SALE $89.99  SAVE $10.00  2 for $174.99
G. Water Your Plants With The Florist’s Secret Weapon.
Created for professional florists, this 60 foot faucet hose attaches to any sink or faucet and provides a reel of plastic tubing connected to a trigger operated 20” plastic wand with brass tip for watering, spraying or misting household plants. Comes with adapters to accommodate various faucet threads. Easily retracts.
Florist’s Waterer, #1368 $54.99

H. Take The “Yuk” Out Of Kitchen Waste And Turn It Into Something Beautiful!
Place our decorative ceramic composting crock right next to the kitchen sink, after it’s full, dump the contents in your yard or compost pile to feed nutrients to hungry plants. Keeps kitchen scraps where they won’t leak or create a mess. Its activated carbon filter allows air to circulate to prevent rotting while absorbing. Easy to clean, dishwasher safe. Holds over 1.25 gallons. 8”W x 14”H.
Compost Crock, #1311 $49.99 SALE $39.99
Carbon Filters, s/6 #1310 $7.99

K. A Hammer Without A Handle, Now You’ve Hit The Nail On The Head!
Incredible “fit-in-your-pocket” lightweight hammer has all the power of its full-sized cousin. ”No-miss” head is engineered to NOT bounce back. Unique 2-sided head - one with steel head for regular repairs and another with a protective head for mark-free repairs. Great for hammering tight areas. 4.75” long; diameter is 1.375”.
Handle-Less Hammer, #2064 $14.99

L. Take A Gander At This Lawn Ornament!
Enjoy the sight of “real” Canada Geese in your own yard—without putting up with the harsh honking and gross “goose gifts” they leave behind. Our natural looking Canada Goose is crafted of lightweight polymer and hand painted with realistic detailing that will not fade or flake. Sets up easily and head adjusts to upright or feeding positions. 13”W x 24”H x 33”L
Canada Goose, #2007 $49.99 2 for $94.99

www.whateverworks.com
Instant Stained Glass Offers Serene Privacy.

Our wisteria patterned window art is the perfect solution when windows require privacy or face an unattractive view. Translucent to let light in and UV-resistant to protect against sun damage. Flexible panel can be cut to any shape or size—two or more panels fit seamlessly together for larger windows, glass doors. Self-adheres to window. 24" x 36".

Wisteria Window Art, #2046 $24.99 2 for $46.99

C. Finally...A Litter Box You Can Live With!

The most ingenious way to hide a litter box that we've ever seen! Disguised as a planter, it hides unsightly litter while adding beauty to your home. Textured "planter" comes with a 4" silk plant and a pine-bark covered false top that conceals a litter box below. Includes 2 carbon filters for effective odor control! Or, add a pad to the inside bottom and you've created a cozy hiding place for your cat! 62" H x 18" diameter; 11 lbs.

Hid'N Litter #1738 $79.99
Removable Liner, #2048 $19.99

D. Save Your Screen Doors With Claws Off!

Claws Off™ is a vinyl shield that defends your screen door from costly tears, rips and punctures caused by your cat's or dog's claws. Simply attach the two scratch-resistant vinyl sheets on both sides of your screen door and fasten securely with attached interlocking pins—no tools needed. They detach just as easily. Vinyl shields are 24" x 32" each and can be cut to fit any size screen door.

Claws Off™, #1871 $14.99 2 for $26.99

E. World's Smartest Litter Box: It Cleans Itself!

No more scooping, raking or sorting. Just roll the litter box back and forth to automatically let the interior grill separate the waste from the litter. All you do is pull out the tray and empty it! The covered box (20W" x 17"H x 17"D) also helps reduce odor and dust. Use the flexible Paw Cleaning Litter Mat to trap and hide any litter particles.

Self-Cleaning Litter Box™, #1906 $34.99

Yo Birds—Load Up On The Good Stuff.

This fetching Wire Bird Feeder provides the sustenance essential to the survival of wild birds—who must spend hours searching for food. Stock this squirrel-proof feeder with birdseed or suet—innovative hinge design makes refilling a snap. Stands 40" upright in ground.

Sunflower Feeder, #1993 $29.99 2 for $54.99 SAVE $51

Easy As...

1.  
2.  
3.
H. Powerful Vac Specially Designed For Picking Up Pet Hair—Reduces Pet-Born Allergies!
This compact, high performance canister vacuum cleaner features a 850-watt (3.6 hp) motor powerful enough to pull up even the most tenacious pet hair problem. Its bag-free, easy-to-empty dust container is specially designed so it won’t get clogged with hair like typical vacs do. Includes a 6-piece tool set, 6 ft. self-winding cord.
**Pet Hair Vac, #1033 $119.99**

F. Ultrasonic Dazer™ Is A Humane Way To Keep Dogs At Bay From As Far Away As 15 Feet!
A must for walkers, joggers and outdoor enthusiasts. Great training tool for dogs, too! Inaudible to humans and the ultrasonic sound is not harmful to the animal. Easy-to-use design fits snugly in your hand or clipped to your side when you jog, bicycle or go for a walk. A great gift for police, meter readers, delivery and postal carriers. Measures 4" x 2" x 1". Has pocket/belt clip. Battery not included.
**Dazer, #1239 $29.99 2 for $56.99**

G. Repel Dogs & Cats From Using Your Garden As Their Private Bathroom!
This special container is filled with repellant grains which release an odor that repels dogs and cats from places they are not wanted. Safe to use in vegetable gardens, ornamentals and ponds. Creates a barrier up to 48 feet long. Made from a combination of essential oils, making grains biodegradable. Can be refilled. Kit comes with 4 evaporators and one 3.5 oz. repellant grains.
**Repellers Repellent, #1652 $24.99 2 for $45.99**
**Repellent Refill, #1653 $14.99 2 for $28.99**

J. Let My Puppy Go.
Let him roam free—over mountains, through jungles, across the Great Divide—as long as it’s all less than 450 square feet away! Now your pet can get the fresh air and exercise he needs without the restriction of chains and ropes. Designed like a fishing pole, Liberty Leash’s 12’ cable gently releases and retracts so your dog is never jerked or choked. Rod bends and rotates 360 degrees. Light and portable. Great for camping trips, vacations, picnics.
**Liberty Leash, #2031 $29.99 2 for $55.99**

K. Remove Spot’s Urine Spots.
Biodegradable, non-toxic spray instantly restores grass to the color it should be—hiding ugly pet stains and yellow patches that spoil the look of your lawn. Dries in seconds and will even stay on rain after rain while your lawn naturally rejuvenates itself. One 32 oz. container covers a full 400 square feet of lawn.
**Pet Urine Spot Lawn Restorer, #2082 $14.99 2 for $26.99**
F. Never Fear—You Have Charger Here!

Never worry about your car battery dying again—now you can actually recharge your battery without even leaving your car! StartMeUp plugs directly into your cigarette lighter, automatically recharging your car’s battery. Provides enough power to get your car running in under 5 minutes! No need to worry about sparks or explosions like jumper cables and it won’t damage your car’s electrical system. Small enough to store in your glove compartment. Get one for every

A. If You Enjoy Scrubbing Toilets As Much As I Do, Don’t Buy This

With Chem Free Toilet Bowl Cleaner you won’t be able to scrub and scour toilet bowls for the next five years—or 50,000 flushes. And forget those smelly, expensive chemical tablets: Chem Free’s ecological formula uses mineral magnets to eliminate bacteria, fungus, mildew and the stains and odors they leave behind. Simply drop into tank—water stays safe for pets, toddlers, the environment.


B. Even Houdini Couldn’t Make Spots Disappear Like This!

Fortified with pH neutralizing citrus this incredible gel actually wipes away even toughest stains on contact! Asphalt, crayons, tar, grease, adhesive, gum, even paint is no problem at all. Just dab on to damaged area and blot-dry with a clean cloth. Great for tools, driveways, floors, carpets, upholstery, autos and boats too! 16 oz.

Citrus Gel, #2066 $9.99 2 for $17.99

Afraid To Let Guests Use Your Bathroom?

Though you scrub, bleach and swear, that tile grout still looks embarrassingly dirty. White ‘N Brite is an odorless, biodegradable cleaner guaranteed to restore tile grout to pristine whiteness, not just cover it up like some grout-paint products. Easy-to-use formula dissolves stains on counters, floors, showers and walls. It even removes mildew. For use on white grout only. 16 oz. bottle.

White ‘N Brite, #2000 $12.99 2 for $22.99

C. Bed Bug Busters

Our Bed Bug Busters work fast, allow you to sleep better at night. Get rid of those pesky bed bugs—inside and out of your home. 100% effective in 1 day. 10 pack set.

Bed Bug Busters, $24.99 2 for $49.99

A. Never Again!

TO THIS.

B. Slime Sealant

Slime sealant, 300 psi that plugs right into cigarette lighter, table and vinyl carrying case. Every car

#1990 $39.99 2 for $76.99

Slime Sealant, #1990 $39.99 2 for $76.99
F. Never Fear—You Have An Instant Battery Charger Here!

Never worry about your car battery dying again—now you can actually recharge your battery without even leaving your car! StartMeUp plugs directly into your cigarette lighter, automatically recharging your car's battery. Provides enough power to get your car running in under 5 minutes! No need to worry about sparks or explosions like jumper cables and it won't damage your car's electrical system. Small enough to store in your glove compartment. Get one for every car in your household!

StartMeUp™ #1914 $29.99  2 for $54.99

G. Keep Your Outside Plumbing Clear Of Damaging Roots... For Good!

Tiny root hairs from trees and shrubbery enter sewer lines and drains through small cracks, holes and pipe joints causing sluggish clogs and costly plumber fees. Root Clear uses copper sulfate to clear roots and even prevent root regrowth. Safe for drain systems and plants. 2 lbs.

Root Clear, #1576 $11.99
2 for $21.99

H. With Our Electronic Moth Repeller Your Clothes Don't Have To Smell Like Moth Balls!

Protect your clothes with this clean, safe and quiet ultrasonic moth repeller. Using no chemicals or poisons, it drives moths away with ultrasonic sounds that moths can't tolerate (and you can't hear). Easily mounts on wall, ceiling or shelf and covers 200 cubic ft. Battery not included.

Moth Repeller, #1265 $19.99
2 for $36.99

K. Hey Termites:

Eat This And Die!

Save thousands of dollars on costly exterminator bills—this in-home kit is exactly like the professionals use! As worker termites search the soil for food, they find the Transflur®-treated 4” long stakes, consume them and die. So simple to install and use, just place every 10 feet around your foundation. Pack of 20 stakes covers 1500 sq. ft. Not available in NY. EPA registered.

20-pc. set.

Termite Stakes, #1655 $89.99
2 Sets for $169.99
A. Stop Dangerous Barbecue Sparks And Grease From Destroying Your Deck.
Sure we all love summertime cookouts but barbecues, especially if left unattended, could throw off sparks that could catch fire and destroy your property. Simply place this fire-fighting, grease-stopper underneath your outdoor barbecue; fryer or smoker and sparks can't cause damage. Grease washes away with ease.
Looks great... super-safe! 42"W x 30"L.
Grill Pad, #2076 $49.99

B. Make Your Garden Grow Bigger Than Jack's Beanstalk!
This scientifically engineered fertilizer is famous for producing unusually big and healthy plant growth. Just add to water and Algoflash immediately goes to work, accelerating growth in vegetables, fruit and flowers - with outstanding results. It's 100% natural, safe and botanically pure. Just one liter of Algoflash makes a full 115 gallons of fertilizer.
Algoflash, #2068 $14.99 2 for $26.99

C. Want Bigger And Better Crops? Oh, Grow Up!
Grow 'em Up TeePee is designed to provide maximum vertical growth in any garden. Your fruits and veggies grow off the ground to prevent damaging rot, and you'll grow healthier plants by giving them optimal sunlight and air circulation. TeePee stands 6' tall giving climbing plants over 25 square feet of growing surface. Perfect for small garden spaces. Includes extra strong netting.
Grow 'em Up TeePee, #2026 $29.99 2 for $56.99

D. No One Will Ever Suspect It's Your Garden Hose!
Nothing spoils the look of your yard more than your garden hose. This terracotta-look Hose Bowl keeps up to 50 feet of garden hose coiled neatly out of sight and has a removable planter on top for your favorite flowers. Simply lift off the flower-pot top when you need to use your hose. Weather-resistant plastic. 19" diameter x 10" high.
Hose Bowl, #1619 $19.99 2 for $37.99

E. If It Looks Like An Owl... Moves Like An Owl... It Must Be... The World's Most Realistic Bird And Pest Chaser!
This life-size, extremely realistic Great Horned Owl never gives birds a chance to get comfortable. Huge 4-foot wings flap and flutter as its head and body move just like the real thing. Made of super-durable resin and indestructible "iron-hide" fabric, this bird chaser will continue scaring away pests for years to come. Mounts on any 1/2" diameter pole (not included).
Prowler Owl, #2084 $49.99 2 for $96.99
F. Prevent Mosquito Breeding.
Mosquito Dunks kill mosquito larvae anywhere water accumulates before they become disease-carrying adults. Each Dunk lasts 30 days. Covers up to 100 sq. ft., regardless of depth. All natural, EPA registered.
Package of 6.
Mosquito Dunk, #4119 $12.99

G. Guaranteed Lawn Patch Works Like A Charm: Easier And Less Expensive Than Sod!
Lawn Patch grass seed is the easiest, fastest and most reliable way to repair and patch your lawn. New grass will appear in 7 to 21 days! Convenient and can be sprinkled quickly and easily. Pre-measured formula of perennial grass seeds, fertilizer and mulch. Suitable for both sunny and shaded areas. Covers up to 100 square feet.
Grass Seed, #1158 $9.99 2 for $18.99

H. Enhance Your Garden With Elegant, Lightweight Rockside Edging
Enjoy the rustic beauty of slate borders at a "rock bottom" price. Natural-looking faux slate edging is lightweight and harmonizes with any garden to accent flower beds, pathways, trees, shrubbery and bushes. Requires no digging—simply hammer sections into place. Includes 10.5 feet of edging plus connectors.
Rockside Edging, #2030 $19.99 2 for $37.99

"Good Fences Make Good Neighbors"
—Robert Frost
Our versatile natural brushwood fencing offers elegant coverage for unsightly areas. Use it to cover chain link fences or to hide tools, compost and unsightly yard messes. Or, use it to create a private space in your garden or yard. Fencing comes in 16' L x 5'H rolls and attaches quickly and easily to existing fencing or poles.
Brushwood Fence, #2021 $49.99 2 for $95.99

K. Trim Branches Up To 30' High!
This amazing new concept prunes high limbs safely and easily from the ground. Quickly cuts branches up to 10" in diameter. Constructed of a patented chain blade with carbon-steel cutters and engineered for easy hand use and maximum cutting efficiency. To use, simply toss the safety weight over the branch you wish to cut and pull alternately on each control line—it’s that simple!
Chain Saw, #1666 $49.99
G. The World's Only 2-Way Watering System!
Soak or sprinkle your yard with just one lightweight hose - it's like getting twice the work for 1/2 the price and 1/2 the time! Just direct the holes face up and the flexible vinyl hose delivers an even gentle spray to your plantings. Place the holes face down and soak the ground without flooding or runoff! Weighs just 2 1/2 pounds and contours effortlessly around garden beds and over varied terrain. 100-ft. length is adjustable.
Sprinkler/Soaker Hose, #1960 $24.99 2 for $44.99

H. Walk Your Way To A Healthier, Greener Lawn!
Every gardener knows the importance of aerating for keeping lawns looking their best - it breaks up hard, compacted soil, loosens thatch and allows water and nutrients to reach roots faster. But, aerating can be costly and time consuming. Our ingenious aerating sandals simply strap over your shoes and the 1” aluminum spikes do all the work! High impact flexible plastic with adjustable straps. One size fits all.
Aerator Sandals, #1243 $12.99
SALE $9.99 2 for $17.99

J. The Weed Hound™ Makes Pulling Weeds Fun...Well, Almost!
Our ingenious, patented Weed Hound™ removes weeds like a tree spade... roots and all! The finest weed-pulling tool available, it makes it possible to actually pull weeds by their roots without leaving large divots in your yard — and without chemicals! It also works great as a one-step sod-plugging tool. Made of steel in the USA. 34” x 8” W.
Life time warranty.
Weed Hound, #1201 $29.99
SALE $26.99

L. Clean Your Roof And Extend Its Life!
Shingle Shield removes destructive moss, fungus and algae from roofs, shake shingles and decks without scrubbing. Even works to inhibit further spreading—extending the life of your roof and saving you thousands of dollars! Each 1-Quart concentrate bottle makes 10 quarts and can clean up to 500 sq. feet.
Shingle Shield, #1908 $14.99 2 for $27.99
C. The First Household Cleaner With A Temper ... There’s No Job Too Tough!
Greased Lightning doesn’t just clean your home - it restores it! No heavy rubbing or “elbow grease” necessary. Works on tough bathroom scum, kitchen mildew and grease, dingy floor tile, driveways, stainless steel and chrome finishes, boats, outdoor furniture - even laundry. 100% biodegradable, contains no bleach or acid, won’t scratch or erode delicate surfaces. One quart.

**Greased Lightning,** #2067 $12.99 2 for $21.99

Save a fortune on heat and electric bills! Just place this “thermostat-booster” over your home’s floor or wall registers and boost its airflow by up to 80%. Makes rooms that weren’t warm or cool enough before perfectly comfortable. No wiring or electrician needed. Just plug in, relax and be comfortable in any season. Unit is 11.5”W x 6”L with 6 ft. cord.

**Register Booster,** #2062 $44.99 2 for $84.99

B. Wet Or Dry, Hoky™ Is The Way To Sweep Carpets And Floors Clean!
No matter what you drop, your Hoky can pick it up. Patented Restaurateur™ Rotoblade™ sweeps up anything from lettuce to sugar, cat hair to broken glass. Non-electric, quiet and efficient, it can handle any clean-up task, wet or dry, in any room of your home! Works as well on carpets as it does on hardwood, tile and linoleum. The rubbery rotoblade rinses clean and outlasts bristle brushes. By Oreck®.

**Wet/Dry Hoky™,** #1887 $69.99

Drain Buster Goes Where No Ordinary Plunger Dares!
Does your conventional plunger wimp out in the face of overflowing toilet bowls and backed-up drains? Drain Buster’s unique pump design uses both suction and compression to clear stubborn blockages in your pipes and to get water flowing fast. 18” Drain Buster includes two suction heads, lets you customize for maximum efficiency on sink drains or toilet bowls.

**DrainBuster,** #2019 $12.99 2 for $23.99

**WHATEVER WORKS**
F. This Monarch Butterfly Flutters His Wings To Mark Each Hour Of The Day!

Amazing animatronic motion butterfly clock has wings that flap, flashing eyes and a rotation of 16 melodies that will serenade you for 30 seconds every hour. An electronic sensor makes sure the butterfly sleeps quietly when the room is dark. Batteries not included. 16"W x 14"H.

Butterfly Clock, #1867 $47.99

G. Everyone Laughed—Except The Mosquitoes!

Laugh if you want... but my family and friends thanked me for a bite-less bug season. Its timeless simplicity really does the trick, which is why it's been used for centuries to effectively keep mosquitoes and other insects at bay. Not to mention, it's elegant, sophisticated—and romantic! Fine polyester netting. Covers up to 41 feet circumference at the floor.

Oasis Mosquito Netting, #1902 $59.99 2 for $109.99

H. THE MOSQUITO POWERTRAP: Attracts Bugs With Human-Like Breath Then Kills Them Dead... “HASTA LA VISTA BABY”!

Developed in conjunction with the U.S.D.A Mosquito Research Laboratory, this computerized mosquito-killer eliminates mosquitoes and biting flies so you can enjoy being outdoors once and for all. The revolutionary system converts standard propane gas (not included) into carbon dioxide to emit a clone-perfect imitation of human breath, odor and body heat - the leading attractants of mosquitoes and other biting insects. Powerful vacuum action deposits the insects into a convenient removable trap. 100% safe to humans, 100% deadly to mosquitoes. 12 volt, plugs into electric outlet.

Mosquito PowerTrap, #2081 $379.99 2 for $739.99

T.G.I.F — Now I Can Ruin My Weekend Raking Leaves... Ain't Happening.

Garden Grabber lets you rake, scoop and dump leaves, garbage, compost and more in one smooth motion—no strain on back, knees and joints. Grabber's 50" handle features a sliding grip that opens and closes the rake head a full 17" so you can pick up your load in one sweep. Bag Stand helps you collect garden debris without bending or fussing. Steel stand holds bags up to 39 gallons and folds flat for easy storage.

Garden Grabber, #1983 $34.99
Bag Stand, #1984 $14.99
A. Water Everywhere—Without Schlepping!

No more bucket brigade for you. Just roll your Spray Pal over hill and dale and watering your garden, bushes or the south forty will never be easier. Features 5 gallon capacity, 8" all-terrain rubber wheels, adjustable brass wand and 5 foot hose for hard to reach areas.

Spray Pal™, #1913 $169.99

B. Do You Like Driving Over Your Garden Weapons? No?...

Control the spread of garage sprawl! Multi-use Garage Tamer’s sturdy grid holds and organizes garden tools, tall-handled utensils and sports equipment. Durable plastic Garage Tamer takes up only 2 square feet, includes wall clips for added stability. 22”W x 27”H x 11”D

Garage Tamer, #2023 $37.99 2 for $73.99

C. Eliminate Japanese And 46 Other Beetles For 20 Years!

Not a pesticide, Milky Spore is a safe, simple spore that eliminates 47 different varieties of white beetle grubs. Highly effective, only one treatment is necessary as the spores will continue to multiply for as long as 20 years. Once the beetles are destroyed, the spores remain dormant until new larvae appear. Ready to use, no mixing. 10 oz can covers 2500 sq. ft.

Milky Spore, #1520 $29.99 2 for $54.99